
acta physica slovaca vol. 48 No. 3, 163 { 168 June 1998ENTANGLEMENT AND PSEUDOMIXTURES1M. KunaWydzia l Fizyki Technicznej i Matematyki StosowanejPolitechnika Gda�nska, ul. Narutowicza 11/12, 80-952 Gda�nsk, PolandReceived 15 May 1998, accepted 26 May 1998In a recent paper Sanpera et al. have shown [1], that for the simplest binarycomposite systems any density matrix can be described in terms of only productvectors. The purpose of this note is to show that possibility of decomposing anystate as pseudomixtures does not depend on dimension of the subsystems.In a composite quantum system one can �nd states that involve di�erent degrees ofcorrelation between subsystems. From the physical point of view the most importantcharacterization of such states is related to the nature of these correlations. Separablestates involve correlations which can be explained by classical models [2]. The notionof inseparability or entanglement is related to speci�c relations existing only in purequantum systems. Recently a general characterization of separable states was given inthe language of vectors from natural cone of the Tomita-Takesaki theory, and quantumorigin of this notion was explained [3].Quantum character of entanglement plays a crucial role in quantum communication[4], cryptography [5], and quantum computation [6]. A state of a composite quantumsystem is inseparable if it cannot by represented as a convex mixture of tensor productsof states of its subsystems (� 6= P! q!�(1)! 
 �(2)! ; otherwise the state is separable).This de�nition is very hard to handle. Therefore another characterizations are needed.Peres [7] and the Horodeckis [8] have obtained a characterization of separable states forsystems described by Hilbert spaces with dimensions 2 � 2 or 2 � 3. Sanpera et al.have shown that for a binary system of dimensions 2 � 2 any state can be described asa linear combination of separable states called pseudomixtures.In this paper we show that any state of any composite quantum system describedby Hilbert spaces with �nite dimensions can be given in a form of a pseudomixture. Inorder to show this we use a simple modi�cation of the de�nition of a separable state[9]:Fact 1 Any density matrix � is separable if it is of the form:� =X� p�P� ; (1)where p� > 0, P� p� = 1 and P� are projectors on simple-tensor vectors.1Special Issue on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information0323-0465/96 c Institute of Physics, SAS, Bratislava, Slovakia 163



164 M. KunaLet us consider two physical systems described by Hilbert spaces H1 and H2. A com-posite quantum system is described by the Hilbert space H1
H2. We need some factsabout self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators (� = �� and � 2 BHS(H1 
 H2 )):Proposition 1 For any self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator � and any simple-tensorbasis fj ei 
 fjigij there exists an orthogonal decomposition of � into a diagonal com-ponent A and an o�-diagonal component H:� = A+H and (A;H)HS = 0; (2)where (A;H)HS = TrAH is a scalar product in BHS(H1 
H2).Proof: Let � =Pt ptPt be the spectral decomposition of �. Then we have:� = Xt ptPt =Xt pt jXij �tijei 
 fjihXkl �tklek 
 fl j= Xijklt pt�tij�tkl j ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j= Xi;j;t pt j �tij j2 j ei 
 fjihei 
 fj j + Xi6=k;j 6=l;t pt�tij�tkl j ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j� A+H ; (3)andAH = Xm;n;t pt j �tmnj2 j em 
 fnihem 
 fn j Xi6=k;j 6=l;s ps�sij�skl j ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j= Xm;n;t pt j �tmnj2 Xi6=k;j 6=l;s ps�sij�skl j em 
 fnihem 
 fn jj ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j= Xi6=k;j 6=l;t;s ptps j �tij j2�sij�skl j ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j : (4)Therefore TrAH = 0. 2Proposition 2 If for any decomposition (2) all diagonal components A are equal to 0,then � is equal to 0.Proof: If we have a decomposition (2) associated with a basis fj ei 
 fjigij , then anyother decomposition can be obtained by a unitary transformations ei =Pk uik êk andfj =Pl vjlf̂l in the following way:Pt = jXij �tijei 
 fjihXmn �tmnem 
 fn j= jXij �tij(Xk1 uik1 êk1)
 (Xl1 vjl1 f̂l1)ihXmn �tmn(Xk2 umk2 êk2)
 (Xl2 vnl2 f̂l2) j= jXk1l1(Xij �tijuik1vjl1 )êk1 
 f̂l1ihXk2l2(Xmn �tmnumk2vnl2)êk2 
 f̂l2 j= Xk1l1k2k1l2 Xijmn�tij�tmnuik1vjl1umk2vnl2 j êk1 
 f̂l1ihêk2 
 f̂l2 j : (5)



Entanglement and pseudomixtures 165It follows that the operators with the decomposition associated with the basisfj êk 
 f̂ligkl (which will be described by Â and Ĥ) can be given as a function of �tij(these coe�cients will be referred to as the coe�cients of spectral projectors in the basisfj ei 
 fjigij):Â =Xt ptXk;l Xijmn�tij�tmnuikvjlumkvnl j êk 
 f̂lihêk 
 f̂l j (6)andĤ =Xt pt Xk1;l1;k2 6=k1;l2 6=l1 Xijmn�tij�tmnuik1vjl1umk2vnl2 j êk1 
 f̂l1ihêk2 
 f̂l2 j : (7)Putting �ijmn =Pt pt�tij�tmn and using Hermiticity of � we obtain:Â =Xk;l Xi�m;j�n 2<(�ijmnuikvjlumkvnl) j êk 
 f̂lihêk 
 f̂l j (8)andĤ = Xk1;l1;k2 6=k1;l2 6=l1 Xi�m;j�n 2<(�ijmnuik1vjl1umk2vnl2) j êk1 
 f̂l1ihêk2 
 f̂l2 j : (9)Assume that all operators A = 0 for any decomposition (2). It means that8u2U1;v2U28kl Xi>m;j>n 2<(�ijmnuikvjlumkvnl) = 0; (10)where Ui is the set of all unitary transformations onHi. We can choose unitary transfor-mations which in the ko-th column has only two nonzero elements uako = 1p2 (�aio+�amo)and analogously vblo = 1p2 (�bjo + �bno). For such u and v we have:12<(�iojomono) = 0: (11)Next, choosing uako = 1p2 (i�aio + �amo) and v as before, we have12<(i�iojomono) = 12=(�iojomono) = 0: (12)Then �iojomono = 0 for all io 6= mo and jo 6= no, so � = 0. 2Proposition 3 If � is a density matrix then a norm of the operator H is less than 12and its trace is equal to 0.Proof: We can write the operator H in the following form:H = Xi6=k;j 6=l;t pt�tij�tkl j ei 
 fjihek 
 fl j= Xi>k;j>l;t ptGtijkl : (13)



166 M. KunaThe operator Gtijkl has two eigenvalues j �tij�tkl j and � j �tij�tkl j. Since0 � (j �tij j � j �tkl j)2 =j �tij j2+ j �tklj2 � 2 j �tij�tkl j; (14)then j �tij�tkl j� 12(j �tij j2+ j �tklj2): (15)Using this we can estimate the norm of the operator H :kHk = k Xi>k;j>l;t ptGtijklk � Xi>k;j>l;t ptkGtijklk = Xi>k;j>l;t pt j �tij�tkl j� Xi>k;j>l;t pt 12(j �tij j2+ j �tklj2) � 14Xt ptXijkl(j �tij j2+ j �tklj2) = 12 : (16)The last equality results fromPt pt = 1 andPij j �tij j2 = 1. Trace of this operatorequals 0:1 = Tr � = Tr (Xi;j;t pt j �tij j2 j ei 
 fjihei 
 fj j) + TrH= Xi;j;t pt j �tij j2 Tr (j ei 
 fjihei 
 fj j) + TrH =Xi;j;t pt j �tij j2 + TrH= Xt ptXi;j j �tij j2 + TrH = 1 + TrH: (17)2Let � be any density matrix from BHS(H1
H2). For this matrix we can choose sucha decomposition (2) that Tr Â2 has a maximal value. This maximum exists because wetake supremum over U1 
 U2, so over a compact set, of a continuous function of u andv: Tr Â2 =Xk;l (Xt pt jXij �tijuikvjlj2)2; (18)Therefore there exists a basis realizing this maximum, namely fj e0i 
 f0j igij :� = Xi=k;j=l;to pto j �toij j2 j e0i 
 f0j ihe0i 
 f0j j + Xi6=k;j 6=l;to pto�toij �tokl j e0i 
 f0j ihe0k 
 f0l j� A(1) +H(1) and TrA(1)2 = supA2A TrA2; (19)where A describe the set of all diagonal components in simple-tensor decomposition,pto and �toij are the eigenvalues of � and the coe�cients of spectral projectors in a basisfj e0i 
 f0j igij , respectively.From Proposition 3 we know that kH(1)k < 12 . The operator A(1) is a linear (inthe �rst step even convex) combination of simple tensors, so we can think about thisdecomposition as separating out the simple-tensor part. Since H(1) is self-adjoint (as



Entanglement and pseudomixtures 167a sum of self-adjoint operators Gtijkl) we can continue the separation procedure. Weagain choose a decomposition with maximum TrA2 which is associated with the basisfj e1i 
 f1j igij :H(1) = Xs(1) os(1)Os(1) = Xi;j;s(1) os(1) j �s(1)ij j2 j e1i 
 f1j ihe1i 
 f1j j+ Xi6=k;j 6=l;s(1) os(1)�s(1)ij �s(1)kl j e1i 
 f1j ihe1k 
 f1l j= A(2) +H(2) (20)After n steps we obtain: � = nXi=1 A(i) +H(n) (21)Since the decomposition is orthogonal, we haveTrH2(n� 1) = TrA2(n) + TrH2(n) (22)and Xs(n�1) j os(n�1)j2 =Xi;j (Xs(n) os(n) j �s(n)ij j2)2 +Xs(n) j os(n)j2 >Xs(n) j os(n)j2 (23)The equality TrH2(n� 1) = TrH2(n) can be obtained if A(n) = 0 and, therefore, byProposition 2 only for H(n � 1) = 0. Then a sum of squares of eigenvalues of H(n) isless then a sum of squares of eigenvalues of H(n� 1). This means that limn kH(n)k =0. In the limit of these procedures we obtain a mixture of simple-tensor projectorsfj eui 
fuj iheui 
fuj jgiju, not necessarily orthogonal to one another, with real coe�cients.If we collect positive and negative coe�cients separately we obtain a pseudomixture:� = a�sep(+) � b�sep(�); (24)where a; b � 0, a = 1+ b, and �sep(+) and �sep(�) are separable states. For the simplestbinary composite systems, it was shown [1] that by using geometrical properties typicalof this dimension it is possible to determine cardinality of �sep(+) and �sep(�) i.e. thesmallest � in the decomposition (1). Our procedure does not give such an information.The decomposition (24), similarly to other decompositions of this kind, is not unique.The most interesting pseudomixture is the one for which b is minimal. Our proceduredoes not determine such a pseudomixture.Since in our procedure we use only the properties of the Hilbert-Schmidt scalarproduct, it seems that it can be transferred also to composite systems described byin�te-dimensional Hilbert spaces. The language of vectors from natural cone of theTomita-Takesaki theory is the most natural one for such a problem. The in�nite-dimensional case will be discussed elsewhere [10].Acknowledgements I would like to thank for the hospitality to Centrum Leo Apostelin Brussels where a part of this work was done. I am indebted to W.A.Majewski and
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